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IN THE FIRST OF A SERIES ON THE AMATI FAMILY
ROGER HARGRAVE PRESENTS
THEM IN THEIR HISTORICAL CONTEXT
AND COMPARES TWO DECORATED EXAMPLES
OF THE WORK OF ANDREA AMATI.

In this, the first of three articles, I shall be examining the work of Andrea Amati.
In the following article I will look at the work of Andrea's two sons, the brothers' Amati.
The final article will be about Nicola, Andrea's grandson, the great teacher, who arguably
made the most aesthetically beautiful violins of all time.
Andrea Amati was born Circa 1505 and died in
1577. The little that is actually known about the life
and works of the earliest violin makers has certainly
not prevented a great deal of misinformation from
being published and argued over. At the risk of
adding to this misinformation, let me begin by examining the way in which Andrea fits into the known
16th century European scene.

were, instruments very similar to the violin before
Andrea Amati, but we will certainly never know for
sure.

Amongst the more or less serious contenders for
the title `Inventor of the Violin' are Fussen in the
Algan (now a part of Germany), Czechoslovakia and
Poland, and., in Italy, Venice, Brescia and Cremona.
Without exploring the merits of the non‑Italian
We tend perhaps to think of the walled communi- claimants, in Italy the traditional heavyweights have
ties in which our heroes lived as being very isolated, always been Cremonese, represented by Andrea
but actually there was tremendous interaction be- Amati and Brescia by Gasparo' da Salo Previous diffitween them. Not only did they live on the great trade culties in fixing the dates of these two schools were
routes, they lived there because of them. The age was compounded by the facts that the Brescians did not
one of discovery and communication and, although date their work and that the re‑labelling of anything
secrets did exist, more often than not successful ideas Brescian as either Gasparo da Salo or Maggini, was
or new materials emerging in one area were quickly the rule rather than the exception.
taken up in another. This intercourse was not only
The research of Carlo Bonetti, shows fairly concommercial. A brief look at the lives of artists and artisans will confirm that travel to and from centres of vincingly that Andrea Amati must have been living
learning and excellence was commonplace. Makers before 1505. Daniel Drayley, editor of the English
of musical instruments were no exception. During translation of Bonetti, suggests that Andrea was
the 16th century we know that many of them were probably born between 1500 and 1505 and possibly
traveling between and settling in foreign towns and even before . This is based on the, not unreasonable,
cities throughout Europe. The various instrument assumption that Andrea could have lived into his 80s.
makers bearing the name Teiffenbrucker are good Other members of the Amati family were certainly
long lived, with the exception of Hieronymus who
examples of such behaviour.
was killed by the plague. Nicola, for example, was in
A few instruments, of a violin family type, have his 88th year when he died and Hieronymus II was
survived from the mid‑16th century. These are just five days short of his 91st birthday.
mainly of viola size and they appear almost simultaFrom Bonetti we know for certain that Andrea was
neously in several different areas. The conclusion
a
master
luthier in Cremona in 1525 or earlier.
must be that there may have been, and probably

Bonetti's suggestion that Andrea died between 1576
and 1579 is also fairly honourable. Somewhat less
plausible is his contention that Andrea's teacher was
a Linnardo da Martinengo. In this case Bonetti provides no verifiable evidence.

The actual date of Andrea's death was 26 December
1577. The document providing this information was
uncovered by Professor don Andrea Foglia in 1985 in
the Capitular Archive of the Cathedral of Cremona.
There have been several similar discoveries concerning the classical makers in recent years, which may
eventually require the correction of several accepted
maxims. Bonetti himself provided a great deal of information which, amongst other things, enables
scholars to correct much of the misinformation about
the relationship between Andrea Amati and Gasparo
da Salo In an appendix to his Amati research, Bonetti
prints a facsimile of Gasparo da Salo's birth certificate. Previously unknown, this certificate shows, that
Gasparo was born on 20th May 1540, at least‑ 15 years
after Andrea Amati became a master luthier.
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`In Cremona, by contrast,' (to Venice and Brescia)
‑`the entire known 16th century production is devoted to the instruments of the violin family, all by
the Amati's and that production was very substantial
if the survivors are a fair indication.'

No matter who made the first violin I think that it
can be argued, and with some weight, that Andrea
Amati and his two sons Antonia and Girolamo (Hieronymus) created the designs from which all the
great Italian, and later all other makers, took their
inspiration.

In spite of some fantastic stories in the available
literature about Andrea Amati being: 'A rich man belonging to a family dating back to 1007. A maker of
viols and rebecs who only began to make violins in
his later years. A widely travelled man who lived and
worked in Paris for a time and who bought amber
and wood in Venice. A pupil of Bussetto [who was actually born long after Andrea's death] and being, [optionally], a 'contemporary', an 'assistant', a 'pupil' or
simply 'born after Gasparo da Salo', the real truth is
However, nothing in life can be allowed to be so that we know almost nothing about Andrea and that
simple. This same certificate clearly records the fact which we do know is mostly derived from his survivthat Gasparo's father and grandfather were both vi- ing works.
olin makers (dicti violi).
There are four sizes of instruments by Andrea
There is a further complication to this already which have come down to us. Remarkably, three new
complex story. Evidence is also beginning to emerge instruments by Andrea have come to light in the past
that a number of edicts emanating from the church ten years. One, a violin, turned up in a provincial Engduring the 16th century not only forbade the play- lish auction house. The complete list as far as I know
ing but also ordered the destruction of the violin in consists of the following: four small violins measurparts of Italy. This may explain the dearth of violin ing about 342mm (13.5 inches), two of which I shall
family instruments from the earliest period. It may be examining in detail here; five larger sized violins
also be the reason why so many of the surviving in- of about 355mm (14 inches); four large tenor violas,
struments of Andrea Amati were largely those made all but one of which have been reduced in size. These
for the nobility who then, as now, were a law unto must have been about 470mm (18.5 inches) in length;
themselves. Here, however, I must beware of falling six cellos all of which have been reduced from what
into the speculation trap myself.
must have been quite large instruments, certainly
more than 790mm or 31 1/8 inches.
Whatever the historical circumstances might have
been, it is probably significant that in Cremona alone
Andrea's instruments can be further divided into
the violin family not only appears complete, but also three groups. Firstly a number of undecorated inappears in a highly sophisticated form. From all of struments, consisting of two large and two small vithe other contenders violas seem to be the common olins, two violas and two cellos. Secondly a group of
fare, violins are rare and cellos are practically decorated instruments, probably made for an Italian
non‑existent. Furthermore, in Cremona there are no noble family (as yet unidentified). There are three inknown instruments of any kind surviving from the struments in this group, two large violins and one retime before Andrea Amati and no 16th century in- duced tenor viola.
struments of the violin family by any maker other
The final and most important group is the famous
than Andrea and his two sons. This is a quote from
The Surviving Instruments of Andrea Amati by Lau- set of decorated instruments prepared for Charles IX
of France. (Although as yet unsubstantiated, Jean
rence C. Witten:
Benjamin de la Borde writing, significantly, shortly

before the French revolution, claimed that 38 instruments were made by Andrea for Charles IX. These
consisted of twelve large and twelve small violins, six
violas and eight basses.) These instruments are
painted and gilded with the arms and bearings of
Charles IX. The earliest dated of these surviving
works is the violin housed in the Ashmolean museum
which is illustrated here. The manuscript label is almost illegible. It appears to be made of parchment
and it bears the date 1564 written in Roman numerals.

One of the cellos has the date 1566 written on a
column or pillar contained within the heraldic design. This is undoubtedly original, in spite of extensive re‑touching and repainting (the result of
reducing the instrument to a more playable size).
This date may refer to the return in 1566 of Charles IX
and his mother Catherine de Medici from their tour
of France begun in 1564 and undertaken so that the
monarchs could be widely seen by the people.
Charles IX was the son of Henry 11 of France. After
Henry's death Charles succeeded to the throne with
his mother Catherine de Medici acting as regent until
Charles came of age in 1563 at the age of 13. All of the
Charles IX set were probably made after this date.
However, whenever these instruments were prepared, it is unlikely that they were complete after
1574 the date of Charles IX's early demise.
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de Lazzarini, in 1584. Laura seems to have been only
remotely related to the main stem of the Florentine
Medicis and since the event took place ten years after
the death of Charles IX, it may have no significance.

The Charles IX set is unquestionably the most important in existence by Andrea Amati or any other
early maker. It is the only group of Andrea's instruments which embraces all four known types; it is the
most numerous, with eight examples; it was prepared
for a great royal court of the Renaissance; and the
beauty of its workmanship, tonal properties and rich
decoration have seldom if ever been matched or surpassed,' (The Surviving Instruments of Andrea Amati
by Laurence C Witten). For us today the smaller size
of violin remains rather a puzzle since no one has yet
explained why there are two sizes of violin, nor
whether their pitches differed. But this much is
demonstrable: violins of a distinctly small size, very
often of the 342mm Andrea Amati pattern, were
made by Italian violin makers in Cremona and many
other centres from Andrea's time well into the 18th
century.

Britain is blessed in having two of these small
Charles IX violins amongst its national treasures. One
is to be found in the Hill collection at the Ashmolean
Museum in Oxford. In the same collection is the only
uncut tenor viola by Andrea Amati. Both violin and
viola are pictured and recorded in the catalogue of
the Hill collection by David Boyden. The second vioNo one really knows why these instruments were lin is housed in the Tullie House Museum in Carlisle.
ordered for such an important client, living so far It is illustrated in black and white and colour in Capaway from a relatively unimportant centre such as olavori di Andrea Amati published by the Ente TriCremona.
ennale in Cremona 1984. The main subject of this
One possible explanation is that Catherine de article is the Ashmolean violin but regular reference
Medici was a Florentine. She was the daughter of will also be made to the Carlisle museum instrument.
Lorenzo de Medici, Duke of Urbino. (The Medici famOver the years I have handled most of the survivily, being one of the most powerful political forces in ing examples of Andrea Amati's work, but I am parFlorence and Tuscany, not only married into many ticularly attached to those in the Ashmolean
royal families of Europe, but financed them.) It is museum. This is perhaps because they were the first
known that when Catherine married King Henry II of examples of Andrea's work which I ever saw. Indeed
France, she brought with her musicians and dancers my regular visits to the Ashmolean filled me with a
from Italy. Over the years she promoted poetry, music respect for the work of the Amati family, which has
and movement at the French court and much of this remained with me ever since.
was performed or inspired by Italian artists, notably
her director of court festivals, Baltazarmi di Belgioso.
Of the two small violins the Carlisle example has
Such people may have been responsible for ordering the best preserved paintwork on the body but the
the instruments from Andrea. One thing seems fairly head is undecorated and as I shall discuss later is not
certain however, by the mid‑16th century, Andrea 100% typical. For this reason I have chosen to deAmati must have already been fairly famous. One fur- scribe the Ashmolean museum violin in detail and I
ther, rather tenuous connection between the Amati will refer to the Carlisle example only from time to
family and the Medicis concerns the second marriage time.
of Hieronymous I, Andrea's son, to Laura de Medici
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Let's take it from the top. The head, though softened, has certainly not been ravaged by the passing
of almost four and a half centuries. The sharpness of
the workmanship still shines through. The only visible tool marks are those on the vertical turns of the
bosses and a very few fine gouge marks underneath
the head at the throat. These tool marks were a feature which all the great Cremonese makers were to
mimic, no matter how clean their work might otherwise appear. Throughout the classical period all the
great Cremonese makers continued to follow Andrea's example in method, if not always in style. After
the Amati family, all of whom cut superb and very
similarly conceived heads, no‑one came so close to
mirroring nature again. Renaissance man may have
been inspired by the designs of the classical Greeks
and Romans, but for his scrolls Andrea seems to have
gone directly back to nature itself. The concept was
mathematically and optically so perfect that what
followed over the centuries could only be a steady degeneration.

the spine between the flutes there is no sign of a central scribe line, although the spine itself is quite worn
in places. In spite of this wear the remains of, what
must have been fairly deep, compass prick marks are
still clearly visible on the spine. These indicate another constructional technique which the rest of the
Cremonese school followed.

eye, certainly much deeper than a Stradivari scroll
would be cut. The way in which the volutes flow into
the eyes gives the eyes that distinctive comma shape
which is the hallmark of the Amati school scroll (see
Diag 1). On the left hand side of this scroll, now barely
visible because of wear, the tiniest cut with a small
half round gouge completes the optical roundness of
the eye. The chamfer, though well worn, is in places
still clearly definable as having been carefully and
delicately cut. Viewed from behind, the pegbox tapers evenly and regularly towards the end of the
head. This is another feature which was common to
the Amati's, but which Stradivari was destined to
change (for a comparison see the `Betts' Stradivari
poster May 1989). The flutings are well defined and in
spite of the decoration quite deeply finished. They
are more rounded in section than Stradivari's flat
bottomed flutes. The chin is also well rounded. On

In common with many 19th century neck replacements, the man who replaced this neck chose a
highly figured graft, matching the ribs rather than
the head. The same is true of the Carlisle violin's head
and neck. Andrea chose plain wood for the head (and
neck), again setting a trend followed more often than
not by the classical Cremonese makers. (Plain heads
simply being easier to carve than highly figured
heads.)

Interestingly the central spine disappears under
the front of the head so that the two flutes blend into
one larger flute. (see photographs). This feature is
also typical of the brothers Amati, Bussetto, Januarius and Francesco Ruggeri, but not of Nicola Amati in
his later period or any of the other later Cremonese
makers.

It might be worth mentioning that just before the
central spine peters out, under the front of the head
there are two small letter Cs stamped deeply into the
wood. These are about 1.5mm high and are not original. Similar letters are also stamped on the bottom
rib. From the front, the scroll has a strong and well
Like most Amati scrolls this one has a feeling of balanced look, with the lines of the second turn compure simplicity about it. Viewed from the side, the plementing perfectly the lines of the first turn. This
spirals unfold from the eye with geometrical preci- quality changed little amongst the Amati's, becomsion creating a pent, very rounded scroll form. This ing if anything only a little heavier over the years.
unfolding continues into and along the sides of the
Unlike much of the later Cremonese work Andrea
pegbox itself. It is like the slow awakening of new made the interiors of his pegboxes narrow at the
growth in the spring. There is none of the oval ten- throat. This narrowness was a direct result of the
dency, which is a feature of the Stradivarius, or the even taper to the back of the pegbox. Conversely, the
squareness of the Guarneris.
wider pegbox interiors of Stradivari's later works reThe gentle undercutting of the volutes begins at quired the marked change in the pegbox taper, which
the A peg with a slight hollowing in the pegbox I mentioned earlier. In spite of this narrow throat,
cheeks. From here it continues to increase in depth, Andrea's pegboxes are still wide enough to be funcvery evenly, until it becomes quite pronounced at the tional and the walls of his pegboxes are sturdy.

I must admit to having had difficulty in identifying the head wood on this instrument. Even with the
help of a large hand lense and a jeweller's eye glass,
I have been unable to distinguish either year rings or
medullary rays. I cannot therefore say in which way
the wood was cut, nor what kind of wood it is. I can
only suggest that it has something of the appearance
of a fruit wood. Even where it has not been worn, the

head looks as if it has been burnished. It has the texture, if not the colour, of polished ivory. The colour is
a dark greyish yellow which changes in refracted
light to a pinkish brown. It may be that in order to
accommodate the paintwork, some special sealer was
used which has obliterated the growth features of the
wood.

The head of the Carlisle violin has no decorated
paintwork. When I first saw this violin more than 15
years ago I thought that the head was a replacement,
perhaps from Andrea, but not original to the instrument. Today I have less reason to doubt its authenticity, but it has been drastically changed by the hand
of the restorer. Only an extremely careful inspection
in very good light revealed a large amount of extraordinarily skilful repair work. A great many small
irregular pieces have been inserted and I believe that
even the left hand eye is a replacement. All the indications point to a head which has been badly ravaged
by worm. Inevitably during such extensive repair
work the paintwork would have been difficult to preserve. Ultimately therefore, although the main features of this head have been retained, much of the
character of Andrea's work is missing.
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monese dall URSS can examine the pictures of the
two pristine brothers Amati, 1628 and 29). These instruments both show the influence of Nicola but they
do illustrate my point exactly. [More valid perhaps is
the photograph of the decorated Andrea Amati viola
‑in the Shrine Museum. These long delicate corners
trumpet and hood very slightly at the ends, for sheer
elegance they take some beating. This instrument is
not thought to be one of the Charles IX set.]

The back arching of the Ashmolean violin has a figure of eight fullness which falls quickly at the edges
to a well scooped channel. The general effect falls just
short of being boxy and square. We still see this kind
of arching on the brothers' work but it begins to disappear as Nicola's influence becomes more apparent.
The purfling channel is certainly less well‑defined
now because of the excess wear to the edges and corners. I can imagine that the channel would at one
time have been capable of holding a large amount of
water in a small figure of eight moat.

The back arching of the Carlisle instrument is almost identical, but slightly less wear to the edges has
left a more well defined channel.

On both instruments the purfling is very fine and
The wood is again very plain, though an extremely
fine growth can be seen in direct daylight with a carefully worked. The blacks are so intense that one
hand lense. It has been cut on the half slab. Again I might suspect they were of whalebone, ebony or
even plastic. They are, however, stained wood and
cannot identify the type of wood used.
they are of an intensity never surpassed by any
Let me now detail the body of the Ashmolean vio- maker after the Amati's. Even Stradivari did not seem
lin, beginning with the back. From the outline it can able to equal them. The corners of the mitres are simbe seen that there is a small indentation next to the ply long and slender. There is no sting or bending at
button. This is the result of a bad button repair. Oth- the tip. They are all extremely worn but not enough
erwise the outline is well rounded. It does not have to hide their beauty. On approaching the corners
the flatness across the top and bottom block areas from the top and bottom bouts, the purfling typically
which we so often see on later Amati family instru- begins to move in, away from the edge. This begins
ments or early Andrea Guarneri. (This particular area at a point just after the concave of the outline reaches
of the outline is often the most distorted on photo- its deepest point (see diagrams on poster). The purgraphs of instruments, which is why outlines taken fling of the brothers usually begins this process
directly from the instrument are so important).
slightly earlier and that of Nicola slightly later. The
thickening of the individual strips of purfling show
The centre bouts are also well rounded, but the some unevenness, suggesting simple planed strips,
open effect is probably exaggerated by the extreme rather than strips drawn through a thickening
wear to the corners. Estimating the original length gadget. The whites of the purfling on both violins do
of the corners is very difficult and I have to admit not have the tiny splits, which we associate with most
that my colleagues and I cannot agree. My own view, Cremonese purfling, the one notable exception being
for what it is worth, is that the corners were slender Francesco Ruggeri's use of Beech. Andrea's whites
and fairly long, with the upper corners being slightly seem to be of a fruit wood or just possibly sycamore
hooked. This would make them rather like the Nicola or maple.
Amati, known as the `Alard' which is also in the AshOn both of these instruments, like the corners, the
molean museum and which will be featured in a future poster in this magazine. (Those readers who edges are extremely worn. Again, it is difficult to
have access to the book Stradivari a la Liuteria Cre- re‑construct them in the mind's eye. From the few

instruments with slightly less wear I would venture
to suggest that Andrea's edgework had a distinct flatness to the outside. It is as if the tops and undersides
of the edge were only slightly rounded off. This is also
a distinctive feature of G.B. Rogeri's edgework. In all
cases this feature is best observed in the C bouts.
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At the corners the rib joints are quite short. They
have been jointed in the usual way. The rib thickness
on both instruments is about 1.4mm. This is certainly
much thicker than the ribs of later makers. They may
have been made slightly stronger because of the decoration to the outside, however the linings are very
small and it may be that the ribs needed to be a little
The wood used for the back of the Ashmolean vio- thicker to compensate. Not only are the linings
lin is of extremely fine growth. It is a one piece maple smaller than those of later makers, but they are also
back. The figure is well pronounced and of a medium of a slightly different shape. They are basically a simwidth. This kind of wood is very typical of Andrea ple wedge, about 5mm high and 1 to 2mm at their
Amati and only the cut varies from instrument to in- widest point. The linings seem to be let into the corstrument. On the Carlisle violin the back is made up ner blocks. This, taken with the size and shape of the
of two pieces of maple. It is jointed in a typical Amati corner blocks themselves, indicates the use of an inway with the flames continuing at the same angle side mould.
right across the back, here descending from right to
left.
Typically for Cremona the blocks have been cut
back with a small gouge. On neither instrument are
On the Ashmolean instrument the button has been there signs of tooth plane marks on the inside of the
repaired and crowned with an ebony ring. On the ribs as might be expected on a del Gesu, for example,
Carlisle violin the button has been replaced and the (see poster, STRAD April 1984). The whole of the innew piece runs into the back itself, removing some side work is solid but not fussy.
original purfling and the top locating pin. At the bottom the pin also seems to be a later replacement. On
I have already described the label of the Ashthe Ashmolean violin there are two small locating molean violin. The Carlisle violin, which must be
pins, one at either end of the back. They are situated from the same period, has a facsimile label only.
about 3mm inside the ‑purfling approximately on the
The belly wood of the Ashmolean violin is quite
centre line (no centre joint) and they are about
different
from that of the Carlisle violin. The year
1.75mm in diameter. In the dim lighting of the Ashmolean library I could find no sign of a third central rings of the Ashmolean instrument unusually are
pin on the inside of the back (see STRAD `Kreisler' del wider in the centre (2 to 3mm) becoming narrower
Gesu poster May 1988). On the Carlisle violin how- in the bouts (less than 0.5mm). The growth is straight
ever, the `third' pin is just visible on the outside as a through the mid section but sweeps quite markedly
fine pin hole, in spite of the painted shield which cov- inwards towards the centre joint at both ends. This
ers the area. On the inside the pin itself is clearly vis- kind of feature has led to some speculation that the
ible and is about 1.5mm in diameter. It sits on the bellies of some early violin family instruments were
centre line exactly 167.5 mm from the inside of the bent and carved rather than simply carved.
purfling at each end. A similar central pin is clearly
The belly wood of the Carlisle violin has a more
visible on the Ashmolean's Charles IX viola. (The only conventional structure having a fairly fine growth
uncut viola by Andrea).
right across the belly. It does have a slight inward
On both violins the ribs are cut from similar wood sweep under the tailpiece area but this is very slight.
to the backs, with the flames running almost vertical Under the fingerboard it is difficult to see exactly
around the instrument. On the Ashmolean violin how the year rings run.
they are cut on the half slab and on the Carlisle instrument they are cut exactly on the quarter. The top
rib in both cases, as always on classical works, was
originally of one piece. The Ashmolean violin also has
a one piece bottom rib with a tiny nick or scratch
marking the centre line of the back. Such tiny marks
can be seen on many later works and are commonly
seen on Stradivarius. The Carlisle bottom rib is of two
pieces with a pieces of purfling inserted at the joint.
This purfling is not original.

I recently examined a newly discovered Andrea
Amati cello. This instrument has been cut down and
some wood was removed from the central area on either side of the centre joint. The belly rings, do converge slightly at the tailpiece end. There were several
open cracks by the side of the tailpiece. By examining
the direction of the split it is possible to see that this
belly probably was not bent. The theory is nevertheless an interesting one and it was certainly a method
used by the English Gamba makers. I am convinced
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that a violin by Gasparo da Salo which I examined duced a few instruments with F holes seemingly insome years ago was bent and carved on both the back fluenced by the work of Andrea Amati.
and the front. I must admit however that other makThis just about concludes the description of the
ers whose work I respect highly, do not believe that
workmanship, but it is perhaps worth remembering
this instrument was bent.
that Andrea Amati lived almost 200 years before
Returning now to the Ashmolean violin, the belly Stradivari. This is about the same distance in time as
arching is fuller than the back arching and the edge that between Antonio Stradivari and ourselves. How
fluting is much less scooped. Here again, the Carlisle much was on the one hand gained and on the other
instrument arching is almost identical. In both cases lost?
the long arch rises quickly at both ends under the
tailpiece and fingerboard. (In both cases the fingerboards and tailpieces are neither original nor in the
The decoration
style of the Amati's). The sound holes are set wide
All of the instruments for the Charles IX group
apart even though these instruments are relatively
small. This feature was common to all Andrea's in- were painted and gilded, as were most of the other
struments. In Cremona however, soundholes became surviving works. I believe that this paintwork was
much closer together over the next century. Only in carried out only after the instruments' surface had
the late Cremonese period did they again become been carefully sealed.
more widely spaced. Incidentally, the size of the
This can be deduced by examining the areas from
soundholes themselves went through a similar evowhich the paintwork has been worn away. It can be
lution.
seen that no significant amounts of colour have penClearly the form of Andrea's soundholes is taken etrated the surface in these areas. The gilded work,
directly from a Gamba style C hole, the top half hav- carried out with genuine gold leaf, was `picked out'
ing simply been reversed. This fairly primitive form and given definition by the use of fine black line
of F hole was developed into the more sophisticated work. This kind of work was all pretty much standard
or true violin F hole, mainly by the brothers Amati. practice for the painters of that time. Again by examining the work closely, we can see that a varnish
From the two left hand soundholes which I have was applied over the top of everything rather like a
reproduced here it can be seen that they are very glaze. This varnish, where it remains intact, has all
close in both concept and size. The top and bottom the appearance of the normal Amati type of varnish,
circles were drilled like all of the classical Cremonese usually described as warm golden brown, or amber. It
sound holes which were to follow. The top circles are was quite normal for artists to `glaze' paintings, and
large and I can think of only one solitary late Cre- especially when they were gilded, red tinted glazes
monese instrument, a del Gesu, with top holes of were used. Red tinted glazes had the effect of warmthese dimensions. The nicks were also cut compara- ing the whole picture, boosting the colours and givtively much bigger. The main body of the holes are ing a warm glow to the gold. Over the years the red
cut with only the suggestion of an undercut. There is pigments in these glazes often faded out or became
no question of any undercutting of the extremity of browner in tone. At the same time the glaze medium,
either the Gamba makers or the Brescians. Rather in which the pigments were bound, themselves bethere is a tendency towards a cut which is at right an- came yellow or brown with age. On paintings this
gles to the plate like the Cremonese soundholes usually requires the removal of old glazes because
which came after Andrea.
they eventually produce the opposite effect to that
The wings of the soundholes are characteristically intended. Because of the flesh tones and gold used on
long, thin and straight. They are cut off almost hori- these Charles IX designs it would be surprising if red
zontally to the centre line of the instruments. The tinted varnish or `glaze' had not been used.
lower wings are fluted only very slightly as a result of
I think it unlikely that Andrea painted these inblending them into the purfling channel. There is struments himself. Cremona, at that time, had an acalso a slight raising of the edge around the lower cir- tive, if slightly second rank school of painters,
cles on both instruments, a sort of eyebrow effect. Al- perfectly capable of producing such high quality decthough the early works of the brothers have similar orative work. This speculation raises the following
narrow straight wings, they gradually became wider questions: who applied the final varnish coat, if Anand more curved. Later, in Venice, Goffriller pro-

drea himself did not apply the paintwork, and what
colour was the varnish at the time of application?
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however, been considerably shortened by the removal of wood from either side of the original centre joint. On none of the instruments, is the left hand
As can be seen from the photographs, excessive figure clearly visible. Taking my cue from the motto
use over the centuries has removed much of the on the ribs I would assume this to be the figure of
paintwork from the violins and violas. Only on the Piety (reading a Bible?).
cellos can we detect something of their original
splendour. Amongst the violins, the back and ribs of
To the outside of the two figures are two golden
the Carlisle instrument are the best preserved. How- pillars wrapped around with parchment‑like scrolls.
ever, even here, only ghostly shadows, punctuated by These pillars are also topped with crowns which are
an occasional arm, face or foot, indicate where fig- being held in place by winged cherubs two to each
ures and columns once were.
crown. Outside the pillars are two large letter K's
which are again topped by crowns.
With the help of other Charles IX instruments it is
possible to reconstruct the basic composition on the
As with the back, the ribs on the Carlisle instruAshmolean and Carlisle violins. The design of the ment are far better preserved than those of the Ashdecoration changed slightly both in scale and details molean example. Almost the entire motto can be
depending upon the type of instrument being discerned from complete or partly complete letters.
painted. On the Ashmolean and Carlisle violins the It reads 'pietate et ivstitia', meaning Piety and Jusdesigns are almost identical and correspond very tice. In the C bouts we again see the letter K topped
closely to those of the Ashmolean viola, the Shrine by a crown. The motto is bordered to the top and botcello and the larger, ex Hottinger violin in the Cre- tom by black and gold ropework running around the
mona museum.
ribs.
On the cello dated 1566 (on a pillar) the design is
certainly quite different. In spite of some considerable re‑touching, it can be seen that the single
columns have been replaced by twin interlocking
columns. The two main figures are also absent as are
the cherubs. These may or may not have been removed but the important fact remains that the designs are not all the same. The significance of these
differing designs may yet prove very instructive.
Anyone wishing more information on this theme
should consult The History of Violin Playing from its
Origins in 1761 by David Boyden.

On both of these violins the bellies seem completely devoid of any decoration. Indeed they are almost completely devoid of varnish. I believe that the
varnish has simply been worn away and there never
was any decoration on the belly.

In the case of the head however, the situation is
slightly different. The head of the Ashmolean instrument is clearly decorated. On the sides of the head
are traces of gold line work edged with black. Similar
lines begin under the front of the head and run past
each side of the throat and onto the walls of the
turns. These continue around the bosses until they
A close comparison of similar features on both vi- terminate at the eye. On the back of the pegbox a
olins reveals that although the design has been stylised leaf pattern is arranged around the central
strictly adhered to in each case, the artist or artists spine. These leafy forms are again gilded and picked
use a certain amount of freedom in interpreting the out with black lines.
fine details.
The exact meaning of these designs may prove difOn the two violins the main features of the com- ficult to interpret. We know that much of this kind of
position are as follows: in the centre is a shield bear- artwork was allegorical. In a very symbolistic way
ing the arms of Charles IX. This is still partly intact on these designs may have depicted important events
the Carlisle violin. The shield is ringed by a golden surrounding the monarchy, or equally possibly, simchain and topped by a crown. This central structure ply represented the principles of the monarchy.
is supported by two figures ‑ one to the right and one
to the left. Each of these figures stands upon a tiny
cloud. The figure on the right is wearing a crown and
waving a sword. This would seem to be justice and in Tonal Qualities
her left hand we would expect to find a set of scales.
The tonal qualities of Andrea Amati's instruments
The enclosed photograph of the Witten‑Rawlins cello are difficult to evaluate, since so few of his instrushows this to be the case. The figure of justice has ments are now being regularly played. The Carlisle
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instrument, which has a modern set up, has been Boyden's work remains the standard text on the
played on a small number of occasions, notably in Charles IX designs.
1975, when Manoug Parikian played it in an encore at
his Carlisle concert. In 1985 it was also briefly played
by Bradley Cheswick with the Northern Sinfonia, at
the Sands Centre. The Tullie House Museum plans to
make a recording of the instrument available in the
The Surviving Instruments of Andrea Amati by Laurence C Witnear future.
I have heard cut down violas by Andrea Amati several times in concert and I believe that they belong to
the finest sounding violas I have ever heard, but such
statements are difficult to substantiate. Perhaps
more realistically in the early 1980s I worked on an
Andrea cello which had been cut, from a large sized
instrument of about 795mm, down to slightly below
standard.

Amongst the instruments which we tried against
the Amati in a large concert hall, were a Francesco
Ruggeri, a Montagnana, a Goffriller and a Grancino. I
have never been so impressed by the sound of an instrument either before or since. Much to my personal
surprise and that of my colleagues as well, the pure
sound of the Andrea Amati seemed to power its way
into every corner of the auditorium. It simply blew
away the younger, but still highly commendable competition.

Bibliography

I have not included all the books which make reference to Andrea Amati since most are either over
imaginative or simply wrong. Without doubt the authority on Andrea Amati is Laurence C Witten. He has
written several instructive papers and I urge anyone
who has an interest in this subject to read these. Between 1942 and 1943 Ernest N Doring published a series of articles on the Amati family in Violins and
Violinists magazine. In 1955 these were reproduced
in a small booklet by William Lewis and Son, Chicago.
The work by Bonetti is referred to several times in
the text. The chauvinistic nature of this work (written in Italy in the later 1930s) somewhat devalues an
otherwise first rate reference work. I would nevertheless urge everyone to familiarise themselves with
the English translation, edited by Daniel Draley.
Daniel Draley is himself something of an authority on
the Amati family. In the future I think we can look
forward to an iconographical work on the Amati's
from him. Daniel also tells me that some interesting
new information has been emerging about the designs painted on the Charles IX instruments. However, until such time as this information is published,
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